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FEIN unveils MACH plans to support metalworkers 

Power tools and accessories manufacturer, FEIN, will be showcasing its brand new KBE 32 

metal core drill, new additions to its beveller range and its MKAS 355 metal chop saw at 

MACH 2022, demonstrating its commitment to supporting metalworkers by providing solutions 

to the everyday challenges they face. 

 

Exhibiting at the event, which takes place at the NEC, Birmingham between 4th-8th April, the 

manufacturer will also be displaying a number of other tools from its vast portfolio of products 

for metalworkers including, multiple standard frequency grinders, its CCG cordless angle 

grinder range and several tools from its Accutec precision cordless screwdriver range. 

 

“We’re excited to be at MACH’s first show in four years and to be unveiling our commitment 

to supporting metalworkers. At FEIN, we pride ourselves on our application-based approach 

and providing trusted consultancy to our customers, which ultimately enables them to source 

the best solution for the job.  

“Research we conducted last year revealed many metalworkers are using tools that aren’t 

fit-for-purpose, which is having a detrimental impact on health and safety, efficiency and 

productivity. For this reason, our ethos centres on matching people with the right tools for the 

right applications and we’re excited to share more details on exactly how we do this, while 

showcasing our commitment to innovation with the various new tools we’ll be exhibiting,” 

comments Andy Mills, managing director, FEIN UK. 

 

With a 1200-watt high-power motor for reliable drilling up to 32 mm, FEIN’s new KBE 32 metal 

core drill is the most powerful tool in its class. The KBE 32 is the first tool ever to combine a 

weight of 10.8 kg with 1200-watt, offering a ground-breaking power-to-weight ratio with high 

magnetic holding force, ensuring hard work is easy yet safe. 

 

Integrated with FEIN technology, coupled with tried and tested milling heads, the 

manufacturer’s beveller range provides superior precision, as well as enhanced health and 

safety at work by producing swarf as a waste product. Unlike the dust produced with angle 

grinders, this falls onto the ground and doesn't circulate in the air. New booster technology 

deployed in FEIN’s KFH 17-15 beveller also delivers 30–80% more cutting with significantly 

reduced vibrations.  

 

The new MKAS 355 metal chop saw is now available across the UK and delivers precise rapid 

https://fein.com/en_uk/


  
 
results when cutting metals both in the workshop or on-site. The cold cutting process means 

the material isn’t as heated, resulting in no metal dust extract to ensure maximum safety for 

end users. The saw also includes a powerful 1800-watt motor with soft start technology, 

alongside an ergonomic handle design to combine comfort, safety and power. 

“We have several pioneering new tools we’re excited to unveil. From those operating across 

automotive, general fabrication or machinery manufacturing, to those in 

offshore/shipbuilding, rail, steel production or sheet metal industries, our vast portfolio covers 

a wide range of tasks and several different performance classes,” continues Andy. 

With over 150 years’ experience in manufacturing power tools, FEIN has a proud history of 

innovation and provides high levels of support to dealers, along with application-based 

solutions for end-users in the metalworking and construction sectors. 

 

“Our team of experts on the stand will be able to offer personalised advice to help provide 

solutions to any challenges attendees across the metalworking sector may be facing, with 

the current tools they have access to. To find out more, drop by the exhibit hall at MACH, 

stand 6-572 in the welding zone,” Andy concludes. 

 

To find out more about FEIN’s catalogue of products, visit fein.com/en_uk/. 
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About FEIN 

 

FEIN is the specialist brand of quality and reliable power tools and accessories for the metal 

working and interior sectors. As the inventor of the first electric hand held power tool, FEIN has 

been developing innovative and unbeatably efficient solutions for everyday use by industry 

and manual trades for over 150 years, and now has a wide range of power tool products. 

FEIN also offers an extensive range of special accessories, which are tailored to pre-defined 

applications and guarantee the best possible results for professionals. 

 

FEIN prides itself on its application-based approach, which means it is known for providing 

trusted consultancy to its customers, enabling companies to source the best solution for the 

job. By providing the best quality and reliable products and expertise, FEIN delivers true 

value-for-money, every time. 
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Today FEIN is a world-renowned power tool manufacturer with 900 employees, 530 of whom 

work in Germany. FEIN holds more than 800 active industrial property rights, including around 

500 patents and patent applications. FEIN markets its products through 20 international 

subsidiaries and more than 50 representations around the globe.  

 

For more information about FEIN, please visit fein.com/en_uk/ or follow:  

LinkedIn 

Instagram 

Facebook 

Twitter 

 

https://fein.com/en_uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fein-industrial-power-tools-uk-ltd-
https://www.instagram.com/fein_uk/
https://www.facebook.com/FEIN.UnitedKingdom/
https://twitter.com/FEIN_UK

